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ERRATA.

Page 5, line 7, for "(Súryamaháá)" read "(Súryamaháá).

9, line 11, for "moon" read "moon."

11, bottom line of foot-note, for "Brehat" read "Brilhat."

48, line 28, for "Linga" read "Lingas."

50, line 7, for "Bhadriná́th" read "Badriná́th."

69, line 21, for "(Ardhaná́ri)" read "(Ardhaná́ri)."

69, bottom line of foot-note, for "Letourneau" read "Letourneau."

70, first line of foot-note, for "Moinier" read "Monier."

70, third line of foot-note, omit the colon after "Náráyani."

71, line 28, for "worship" read "worship."

83, line 7, for "persons" read "person."

83, line 16, for "dust is." read "dust is."

88, line 30, for "Kanjávátí" read "Kunjávátí."

94, fifth line of foot-note, for "Lubbock" read "Lubbock."

97, line 12, for "Incense" read "Incense."

103, line 17, for "lessons" read "learns."

139, first line of foot-note, for "Mr. Mír" read "Mrs. Mír."

142, line 9, for "tomentosa" read "tomentosa."

145, line 13, for "Synonomous" read "Synonymous."

151, line 15, for "Enmoeus" read "Enmoeus."

174, line 22, for "Funereosque" read "Funereosque."

187, fourth line, from bottom for "hat" read "that."

187, third " " " " for "afflicted" read "afflicted."

187, bottom line for "girls" read "girls."

197, in side note read "Incense."

204, in side note read "tattoo."

213, number the foot-notes "1" "2" "3" "4" consecutively.

222, number the foot-note "2" on fifth line.

243, line 20, for "Khiddo" read "Kliddo."

272, number the bottom foot-note "5."

282, line 2, for "Smith" read "Smith."

282, line 14, for "goat" read "goat."

283, in side note, for "Davidians" read "Dravidians."

287, line 8, for "Dewak" read "Devak."

350, line 34, for "Bhairava" read "Bhairava."

354, line 14, for "atiger" read "a tiger."

354, line 22, for "where" read "where."

373, second in side note, for "Javí" read "Jayí."

387, line 32, for "Dundhás" read "Dundhá."
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**PREFACE.**

Many books have been written on Brāhmanism, or the official religion of the Hindus; but, as far as I am aware, this is the first attempt to bring together some of the information available on the popular beliefs of the races of Northern India.

My object in writing this book has been threefold. In the first place, I desired to collect, for the use of all officers whose work lies among the rural classes, some information on the beliefs of the people which will enable them, in some degree, to understand the mysterious inner life of the races among whom their lot is cast; secondly, it may be hoped that this introductory sketch will stimulate enquiry, particularly among the educated natives of the country, who have as yet done little to enable Europeans to gain a fuller and more sympathetic knowledge of their rural brethren; and lastly, while I have endeavoured more to collect facts than to theorize upon them, I hope that European scholars may find in these pages some fresh examples of familiar principles. My difficulty has arisen not so much from deficiency of material as in the selection and arrangement of the mass of information which lies scattered through a considerable literature, much of which is fugitive.

I believe that the more we explore these popular superstitions and usages, the nearer are we likely to attain to the discovery of the basis on which Hinduism has been founded. The official creed has always been characterised by extreme catholicism and receptivity,
and many of its principles and legends have undoubtedly been derived from that stratum of the people which it is convenient to call non-Aryan or Dravidian. The necessity, then, of investigating these beliefs before they become absorbed in Brähmanism, one of the most active missionary religions of the world, is obvious.

I may say that the materials of this book were practically complete before I was able to use Mr. J. S. Campbell's valuable collection of "Notes on the spirit basis of belief and custom." but in revising the manuscript I have availed myself to some extent of this useful collection, and when I have done so I have been careful to acknowledge my obligations to it. Even at the risk of over-loading the notes with references, I have quoted the authorities which I have used, and I have added a Bibliography which may be of use to students to whom the subject is unfamiliar.

The only excuse I can plead for the obvious imperfections of this hasty survey of a very wide subject is that it has been written in the intervals of the scanty leisure of a District Officer's life in India, and often at a distance from works of reference and libraries.

Mirzapur, W. CROOKE.
February 1893.